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Abstract
We derive a new kind of physical constraints on the subtraction
schemes for theories with massive particles in addition to the Ward
identities for gauge symmetries. The momentum subtraction scheme
fails this criterion. The decoupling of heavy fields is discussed in the
context of Callan-Symanzik equations where all schemes (including
MOM) lead to the same pattern of decoupling with inevitable discon-
tinuities in beta function across heavy field thresholds.
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It is known that the perturbation theory of QFTs suers from the prob-
lem of scheme dependence [1, 2] which is due to the fact that the present
QFTs are not completely well dened in the short distance limit. As calcu-
lations in standard model are becoming more complicated, especially when
heavy elds are becoming more active as the experimental energy is rising
up, the renormalization schemes would interfere more severely with physical
predictions.
Conventionally, we employ an articial regularization method supple-
mented with an almost arbitrary subtraction scheme in order to obtain nite
Feynman amplitudes (loop graphs). In renormalizable models, the subtrac-
tion can be achieved by merely changing the Lagrangian parameters. For
phyiscally interested models, this program is guaranteed by the Ward iden-
tities. In other words, the parametrization of a subtaction scheme is con-
strained by Ward identities usually expressed in terms of external momenta.
In this letter, we wish to draw attention to analysis of Feynman graphs
or vertex functions in terms of another kind of external parameters, the
MASS(es)1: the dierentiation of a graph or vertex function with respect
to a particle mass would give rise to another graph or vertex function. In
particular, such an operation would turn an originally divergent graph into a
convergent one, just as the dierentiation with respect to external momenta
can do [3, 4, 5]. This seemingly trivial observation will be our starting point
from which we can derive a natural constraint for the subtraction schemes.
It suces to demonstrate our point with an elementary vertex function
at the lowest order in a QFT, say, the 1-loop photon vacuum polarization
tensor µν(p;−p;m) in QED. Then at least formally we should have
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1We focus on theories with canonical Lagrangian masses in this letter. For masses from
spontaneous symmetry breaking case, the analysis should also work as the masses are still
external or Lagrangian parameters. We will perform such analysis for eletroweak theories
in the near future.
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Eq.(1) should hold in any gauge invariant regularization procedure before
and after subtraction, i.e., both for unrenormalized and for renormalized
vertex functions. Similar identities can be derived for other elementary vertex
function graphs and generalized to the multi-loop cases and other QFTs with
massive elds.
However, not all subtraction schemes preserve such identities. Then just
like the usual Ward identities, these new identities can serve to constrain
the regularization and the subtraction schemes, i.e., to constrain the local
parts of vertex functions or the renormalization constants. The schemes that
violate such identities are questionable or unnatural.
For example, the MOM scheme fails to satisfy the constraints derived
above. Note that in a gauge invariant regularization, the dierentiation for
one time is enough to get a nite result for vacuum polarization tensor in




















m2 − x(1 − x)p2g: (5)
The constant Csch refers to the constant that will necessarily appear in a
regularization or subraction scheme. µν;m(p;−p;m) is nite and hence inden-
pendent of subtraction points.
In MOM scheme [6] where CMOM = m
2 + x(1 − x)2 we have
@m
µν(p;−p;m;CMOM) = µν;m(p;−p;m) + µν(p;m; ) (6)








m2 + x(1 − x)2g (7)
where 2 is an arbitrary subtraction point. It is clear in Eq.(6) that the
canonical relation of Eq.(1) is violated by the presence of an extra term that
is dependent on the arbitrary subtraction point . The extra term comes
from the nontrivial dependence of subtraction constant upon particle mass
in contrast to the mass independent schemes (MIS) where @mCMIS  0.
Moreover, if we perform the dierentiation on µν(p;−p;m) with respect
















where C3l is the combinatory factor arising from the dierentiation operation.
Since the right hand side of Eq.(8) is absolutely nite then no regularization
and subtraction is necessary. It is easy to check that Eq.(8) is not preserved in
the MOM scheme. In this sense the MOM scheme seems to oversubtract the
theory or makes the convergent and definite graphs arbitrary–an unacceptable
property.
The foregoing arguments can be generalized to any order and any QFT
with massive elds: there exist additional relations among the vertex func-
tions or Feynman graphs and hence impose constraints on the available sub-
traction schemes, which are obtained by dierentiation with respect to ex-
ternal parameters{mass(es){for any times. Formally, this is
(@msi )





(p1; [0]ω;    ; (msi ); [Csch]0); s = 1; 2; !  1 (10)
where (msi ) refers to the various masses in the theory with s = 1 for fermion
and s = 2 for boson, the [Csch] and [Csch]
0 refer to the constants specifying
the regularization or subtraction schemes. Since the (@msi )
ω can annihilate
certain degrees of divergence the disparity of the scheme constants on the
two sides of Eq.(9) constrains the dependence of the constants on masses.
(Eq.(10) states that the dierentiation with respect to mass(es) amounts to
inserting the mass vertex operators{the operator (2j=s) (for fermion it should
be understood as   ).
Obviously the MOM scheme does not obey the constraints stated in
Eq.(9). Therefore we advocate the mass independent schemes likeMS, MS
and Weinberg’s zero mass scheme [7] for theories with massive elds accord-
ing to the above discussions. The MOM scheme is also known to violate the
canonical Ward or Slavnov-Taylor identities except in the background gauge
[8] which is not unrelated to the discussions here.
We note that the foregoing discussions can be seen as an analysis of
Feynman graphs with respect to their external parameters, just like what
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Witten did in Ref. [3] with respect to external momenta. To further defend
our arguments, we note that all quantum corrections MUST be expressed
in terms of external and physically meaningful parameters for them to make
sense.
Conventionally, the MOM scheme has been taken as "physical" due to
their correct decoupling behavior [9] while the mass independent schemes
must work together with the so-called "eecitve eld theories" framework to
yield correct decoupling behavior [10]. However, as we will see shortly, such
a point of view is not quite correct, at least not complete.
First we note that most conclusions have been made in the renormaliza-
tion group (RG) contexts, not in the Calla-Symanzik equations [11] describ-
ing the full physical behavior of a QFT system under scale transformation
of spacetime and elds. In order to investigate the full influences of a heavy
eld or particle upon the light sectors, we must work in the contexts of
Callan-Symanzik equations.
Consider the Callan-Symanzik equation for QED with a massive fermion
in addition to nl massless fermions in a mass independent subtraction scheme
[7],
f@λ − @α + γΓ −DΓgΓ((p); m; ; ) = −iΓ((p); m; ; ) (11)
where   [1 + γm]m   , , γΓ and γm are mass independent functions of
the renormalized coupling  and all quantities are renormalized ones.
When the mass goes to innity, it is natural to expect that
−iΓ((p); m; ; )jm!1 = (@α − γΓ)Γ((p); ; )jl.s.; (12)
f@λ − l.s.@α + γΓ;l.s. −DΓgΓ((p); ; )jl.s. = 0: (13)
Here l.s.   + , γΓ;l.s.  γΓ + γΓ with the delta contributions coming
from the mass insertion part in the innite mass limit and cancelling the
heavy elds’ pieces in  and γ. The generalization to other theories with
boson masses is an easy excercise. From Eq.(13) we see that the decoupling
of heavy particles is realized in a natural way in the contexts of Callan-
Symanzik equations.
To verify the above deduction it is enough to demonstrate Eq.(12) for
QED in the lowest order. This has been done in Ref. [12],
−ihm   JµJνijm!1 = 2
3
(p2gµν − pµpν); Jµ  −ie  γµ ; (14)
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or in operatoral form,
m(1 + γm)   km!1 = 1
4
F µνFµν ;   −2
3
= γA (15)
which means that the insertion of the heavy eld mass operator will induce
the insertion of the operators (or vertices) of the light sector as the mass
becomes innite. When translated into Callan-Symanzik equations Eq. (15)
is just Eq.(12). The cancellation of the heavy particle contributions is easy
to verify,
l.s. =  +  =
2
3






In MOM scheme, the Callan-Symanzik equation reads,
f@λ − jMOM@α + γΓjMOM −DΓgΓ((p); m; ; )
= −iΓ(p;m; ; ); jMOM  (@µ +m@m);    : (17)
It is obvious that to faithfully describe the scale transformations of the vertex
functions, the  and γ in Callan-Symanzik equation dier from the ones in
RG equation due to the mass dependence of the renormalization constants.
The resulting jMOM now exhibits nondecoupling feature (in the Callan-
Symanzik context) which can be easily illustrated at the lowest order from
Eq.(6), that is,





dxx(1 − x)lnCMOM = 2
3
: (18)
Although the conventional  function dened as @µ is dependent on mass
and exhibits a nice decoupling behavior, the story is incomplete if one has
not put it into the Callan-Symanzik contexts where the full "running" of the
coupling should be dened as in Eq.(17) ] because the coupling also "runs"
with mass in the MOM scheme. Again the mass insertion part will help to
realize the decoupling of heavy particles, which is easy to see as the mass
insertion part is still the same as in the mass independent schemes at least
at the lowest order.
Then as a by-product, in the context of Callan-Symanzik equations, the
decoupling of heavy elds are realized in the same way in all subractions
schemes and therefore the conventional advantage of the MOM scheme in
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the decoupling issue is lost in such more complete framework, a progress
comparing to the conventional discussions in RG contexts where either the
decoupling is scheme dependent [9] or a subtraction by hand is necessary
[10]. The poof of decoupling using the MOM scheme as an intermediate
renormalization is essentially employing the Callan-Symanzik equation of
vertex functions, see Ref. [13].
We should note that, many MOM scheme calculations of couplings [14] are
in fact calculations of the eecitve couplings with the momentum transfer [15]
dened at an Euclidean point. Before ending our presentation, we mention
that the CWZ [16] scheme for calculations in the presence of heavy quarks
can not be simply taken as the MOM scheme with a special subtraction point.
Since in this scheme the mass also serve as a running scale for massive loops
and the  function, etc. are all mass independent. Of course the decoupling
of heavy particles can also be understood in the Callan-Symanzik equations.
In summary, we derived a new kind of constraints on the renormalization
schemes in presence of massive particles. All the mass independent schemes
satisfy such constraints while the MOM scheme (at a general nonzero sub-
tracion point) fails to do so. The decoupling issue is reexamined in the
Callan-Symanzik equation framework where the decoupling of heavy elds is
realized in the same pattern in all renormalization schemes and a jump in 
function is inevitable as a heavy eld decouples.
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